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Language, discourse and subjectivities 

through a feminist poststructuralist lens

Four main reference points 

(i.e. theoretical concepts):

1. discourse

2. professional identities

3. professionalism 

4. the New Zealand ECE 

context

(Bacchi 1999; Bacchi & Goodwin, 

2016; Baxter 2003; Weedon 1997)
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Individual 

interviews 

with eight  

selected 

participants 

 Discourse-analysis approach (more in Kamenarac, 2019, Kamenarac, 

forthcoming)

 Detailed information on ethical procedures, protecting the participants' rights 

and privacy, data and analysis process are available via the University of 

Waikato Research Commons permanent link  

https://hdl.handle.net/10289/12363 

https://hdl.handle.net/10289/12363


Discourses and identity 

constructions in ECE policies 

ECE as the right of a child and a 

collaborative workshop

 Early Childhood Curriculum Te 

Whāriki (1996, 2017)

 Ngā Arohaehae Whai Hua. Self-

review Guidelines for Early 

Childhood Education (2008)

ECE as a social intervention for 

‘saving vulnerable’ in society 

• Vulnerable Children Act (VCA) and 

A practical guide for ECE Services, 

Ngā Kōhanga Reo, Playgroups, 

Schools and Kura (2014)
Retrieved from

https://images.app.goo.gl/JYgwTVxZZjsY6yvN6

https://images.app.goo.gl/oEtENjixXGk1ofXF6

https://images.app.goo.gl/pB9yaPMTUUmBm1368

https://images.app.goo.gl/GbWbp88WzXEtFU2SA

https://images.app.goo.gl/ty8zW7B2fLY63BJb6

https://images.app.goo.gl/JYgwTVxZZjsY6yvN6
https://images.app.goo.gl/oEtENjixXGk1ofXF6
https://images.app.goo.gl/pB9yaPMTUUmBm1368
https://images.app.goo.gl/GbWbp88WzXEtFU2SA
https://images.app.goo.gl/ty8zW7B2fLY63BJb6


(Ministry of Education 2017, pp. 2, 5, 12)

Early Childhood Curriculum Te Whāriki



‘Relationships as a source of learning, empowerment 

and identity for all of us’

(Ministry of Education, 2008, p. 39)

Self-review guidelines for early childhood education



Discourses of Vulnerability in ECE Policies

Roy, E. A. (2016, August 16). New Zealand’s most shameful secret: “We have normalised child 

poverty.” The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/aug/16/new-zealands-most-

shameful-secret-we-have-normalised-child-poverty

 UNICEF (2012) suggested that 

30 percent of New Zealand 

children lived below the official 

poverty line. 

 The Green Paper (2011) and 

the White Paper for vulnerable 

children (2012)

 Vulnerable Children Act (VCA) 

and A practical guide for ECE 

Services, Ngā Kōhanga Reo, 

Playgroups, Schools and Kura 

(2014)

In 2020, New Zealand Census showed that 

1 in 5 children in New Zealand lives in 

poverty, equating to approximately 235,400 

children living in a household experiencing 

material hardship (Stats NZ Tauranga 

Aotearoa, 2020). 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/aug/16/new-zealands-most-shameful-secret-we-have-normalised-child-poverty


Minister Anne Tolley (2016, paras. 33-37)

Cont.

Retrieved from 

https://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/new-ministry-focus-solely-vulnerable-children

https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/new-ministry-vulnerable-children-oranga-tamariki-launched

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/ministry-for-vulnerable-children-to-be-

renamed/BXXCS37HH2BJCSFJYAVSAC24RI

... 12 months later...

https://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/new-ministry-focus-solely-vulnerable-children
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/new-ministry-vulnerable-children-oranga-tamariki-launched
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/ministry-for-vulnerable-children-to-be-renamed/BXXCS37HH2BJCSFJYAVSAC24RI/


Confronting, and yet co-existing discourses in 

ECE policies

Discursive windows of democracy

• ECE as democratic space and collaborative workshop 

• Focus on all children, families and communities no 

matter their circumstances

• Teachers as kaiako and partners with parents and 

whānau, as children’s first teachers

Discursive windows of vulnerability

• ECE as a social intervention for improving statistics 

of vulnerability in society 

• Focus on children ‘at risk of not succeeding now and 

in the future’

• Teachers as saviours of the ‘vulnerable’ in society



Identity constructions in ECE practice

Retrieved from 

https://depositphotos.com/similar-vectors/205036074.html

 How have policy discourses been 

translated in specific ECE 

institutional contexts (i.e. 

‘extremely vulnerable’)? What are 

their effects?

 What identities have been 

constructed in the ‘extremely 

vulnerable’ contexts, and why?

 What is left unproblematic in the 

identity constructions on offer?

https://depositphotos.com/similar-vectors/205036074.html


Teacher – ‘a catalyst for preventing vulnerability’ 

“[...] with all these [referring to the 
emphases on vulnerable children, 
VCA and statistics of vulnerability] it is 
ideally our place [referring to ECE] in 
the society to help them. We seem to 
be that catalysts to avoid that 
vulnerability, don't we? [....] The fact is 
that they ['vulnerable' children] are 
with us and that we hear about the 
stuff that can be a problem [...]. So, we 
need to jump on that before it 
happens. [...] We are the catalysts to 
avoid that vulnerability, aren't we?” 
(ECE Teachers, FG 2)

“[...] when I look at our teachers now, they 
are more on alert. They are more tuned 
into parents' actions and words, children's 
actions and words, and then their 
confidence is growing by knowing that 
'although I may see something that I really 
don't like I know that I can say something. 
There is someone else from whom I can 
get support’. So, it is not as they were 
ignoring”.

(ECE Teachers, FG 2)

“It has been a huge shift towards supporting parents in those social 

areas”. (ECE Teachers, FG 2)

Translations of policy discourses in ECE practice



Teacher – ‘an expert’ in ‘extremely vulnerable contexts’ 

“… We got one little boy that just 
continually escapes from the centre [to 
goes back home]. One day he climbed to 
a driveway to his dad's house. His dad 
returned from jail to home on that day. 
The little boy escaped to see his dad .... I 
told his dad that we need to follow up this 
event face-to-face. I explained to him 
what had happened. The dad was stoned 
for a starter, and then he told [me] ‘He 
came home, so it is all fine’ Then, he 
went inside. We got a back story that the 
dad was in jail for beating up the mum.... 
[Centre managers provided detailed 
background information about the family, 
which remains confidential].

…You [referring to teachers] know this child   
is surrounded by this atmosphere at home, 
and you hear all these stories… Sometimes 
you need to teach children what is right and 
wrong because you know that their families 
may not do so …. We have to be up there to 
direct that child down a different path. 
Because we know that he is in the culture of 
a gang ... [Participants continued to talk 
about families’ ‘challenging behaviours and 
the vulnerability of children’]. It is where the 
little one will go to if we [teachers] don't do 
anything ... The more they are in the centre
with us, the more we can teach them socially 
acceptable behaviours. The more they are 
out of the centre, the more they are learning 
other behaviours “. (ECE managers, FG 3) 

Cont. 

Shifting positions and views of  relationships in ‘extremely vulnerable contexts’  



Concluding thoughts: What is left (un)problematic in 

the identity constructions on offer?

 Constructions of teachers as ‘saviors’, ‘a catalyst for preventing vulnerability’ and ‘experts 

in vulnerable contexts’ provoke the ECE sector to consider if/how they may have given 

voice to discourses of vulnerability in a way that promotes the social-interventionist and 

neoliberal framing of ECE as a vehicle for producing ‘successful’ earners and consumers 

in the future.

 The idea that ECE and teachers can ‘save vulnerable children’ masks the fact that 

teachers alone cannot address issues of structural vulnerability (e.g. poverty) without the 

determination of the Government to put in place measures (e.g. redistributive taxation, 

proactive labour and housing policies) to reduce causes of the vulnerability in society 

(Wilkinson and Pickett 2009).

 Instead of viewing early childhood education as a complex, ongoing, multi-dimensional 

negotiation with all children, families and communities, teachers may promote ECE as a 

set of social interventions that are “done to young children [instead of with] in the hope of 

(re)shaping their future" (Penn 2013, 13).

 The purpose of ECE narrows to reproducing 'productive citizens' that govern themselves 

by so that the "state remains strong despite appearing to dissolve" (Dahlberg & Moss 

2005, 133).



“[…] if the imagery we hold of Māori children [or indeed 

of any child], or of interaction patterns, is one of deficits, 

then our principles and practices will reflect this, and we 

will perpetuate the educational crisis for Māori children 

[or indeed for all children]”. 

(Bishop & Glynn, 2000, p. 7)
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